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July 30th 2015:Even your ipod was a roboadvisor
AI is augmenting our investment decisions in ways that we never
imagined. And although it has been shown that computers can
provide sounder investment advice than humans, it is not
unaffected by the human element. Today Liz Lumley, guest
hosting, talks with Paolo Sironi from IBM Analytics about the ways
that humans interact with AI and how that will continue to shift and
become sustainable disruption. Also, Ian Kar of FinTechtoday.net
discusses the latest about Paypal, Square, and of course, Apple.
And in the latest installment of of Women in FinTech series Liz
interviews Moni
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Featured Guests
Elizabeth Lumley
Guest Host and regular contributor to Breaking Banks- Multimedia Editor for Finextra,
Breaking Banks Correspondent Global specialist commentator on services,
regulations, risk, data and technology in investment, retail, and global transactional
banking Internationally recognised reporter, tweeter, blogger and broadcast journalist
Well-established global conference speaker and organiser. Expertise includes:
technology installations and market data usage at global investment banks, retail
banks, institutions and exchanges. Specialties: Writing, reporting, editing. Publication
production and printing. Networking and lead generation. Investigative and online
journalism and researc
Read more

Paolo Sironi
Paolo Sironi is Thought Leader of Wealth Management at IBM Risk Analytics,
promoting goal based investing and quantitative methods for financial advisory
(retail/private banking, families and institutionals). Combining risk analytics and
technology, Paolo's expertise spans wealth and asset management, risk
management, banking regulation, cognitive computing, digitalisation and RoboAdvisors. Before joining IBM, Paolo founded a German FinTech (Capitects, 2008), a
joint venture between Sal. Oppenheim Private Bank and Algorithmics (Risk
Management Solutions provider) offering B2B solution featuring private portfolio rebalancing. Capitects became part of IBM following the Algorithmics acquisi
Read more

Ian Kar
Blogger- Fintechtoday.net I've been a journalist for a few years and have been cited in a
number of publications, including The Information, Barrons, Fortune, Forbes, TIME,
Daring Fireball, Business Insider, Techmeme, Fortune, Schneider on Security and
organizations like NASDAQ, Morgan Stanley analyst notes, and Stanford Law and
Business School. I've reported on a wide variety of topics, like Yodlee's IPO, executive
changes at Capital One and Visa, the relationship between tech companies like Apple
and banks, technical advances in mobile payments (like tokenization), and more
"inside baseball" stuff in the financial technology world.
Read more

Monika Gestautaite
Financial Operations Manager, TransferGo
Read more
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